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Divine Magic The Seven Sacred Secrets Of Manifestation Doreen Virtue
This document's purpose is to spell out the Church's understanding of the nature of revelation--the process whereby God communicates with human
beings. It touches upon questions about Scripture, tradition, and the teaching authority of the Church. The major concern of the document is to
proclaim a Catholic understanding of the Bible as the "word of God." Key elements include: Trinitarian structure, roles of apostles and bishops, and
biblical reading in a historical context.
Aleister CrowleyÕs The Book of Lies is an important and complex work of occultism. Deciphering its many layers of hidden meaning requires a little
patience and more than a beginnerÕs knowledge of Thelema. For those interested in passing beyond the initiate stage, the reward offered by a
deeper understanding of this challenging text is well worth the effort. This new 2018 edition of The Book of Lies from Kismet Publishing restores all
of CrowleyÕs original text, including the important keys, sigils and diagrams often omitted from reprints.
"Nutrition for Intuition shows the connection between what we eat and our spiritual abilities. Previous books have spoken about how to become
psychic, and how to trust your intuition, through meditation, prayer, and so on. And, of course, these methods are extremely effective. However,
this book is different because it recognizes that meditation alone may not change your intuition if you continue to ingest unhealthy, low-vibration
foods. Nutrition for Intuition speaks about how to enhance your natural gifts by combining good dietary practices with energizing spiritual
techniques. This book also covers the pineal gland and its connection to clairvoyance, as well as the energetic properties of nutritional supplements
like zinc and magnesium. Readers will learn exactly what to eat and drink to increase their intuition, and what to avoid in their diets."-Do you crave chocolate, bread, cheese, fries, or other foods? If so, there's a reason why, as Doreen Virtue's breakthrough book explains. Each food
craving actually corresponds to a specific underlying emotion; so once you understand the meaning behind your particular craving and apply the
information and affirmations within these pages, you'll be able to heal your cycle of emotional overeating. In addition, you'll read scientific studies
about the mood- and energy-altering properties of each food, which will help you see how your appetite perfectly mirrors your emotions. This
comprehensive and empowering guide will also show you how to give "food readings" to yourself and others, allowing you to accurately interpret
the meaning behind many cravings. Constant Craving is a one-of-kind book that will give you the emotional, physical, and spiritual tools you need to
make friends with food . . . and your appetite!
Nutrition for Intuition
How to Hear Your Angels
Healing and Guidance from Your Dreams
The Magic Seven
How to Break Free of Negativity and Drama
The Divine Science
Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation
DIVMedieval manuscript of ceremonial magic. Basic document in Aleister Crowley, Golden Dawn groups. /div
They have... books with these terrible, awe-inspiring Names... they know that the use of these mysterious Names, without due and careful preparation,
brings with it calamity and premature death. -from the introduction How much ancient wisdom was lost in the medieval years! here laments Moses Gaster,
one of the most prominent Jewish theologians and folklorists of the late 19th century. In 1896, he translated a fragmentary relic of Gnostic literature,
a manuscript concerned with the many secret names of God believed by Kabbalists to wield enormous magical power, but in the discussion that here
precedes the translation, Gaster acknowledges that this document only hints at the texts that may be lost forever. It remains a tantalizing peek into
archaic occult mysteries. Jewish scholar MOSES GASTER (1856-1939) was born in Romania but emigrated to England, where he lectured at Oxford University.
His wrote numerous books of theology, folklore, history, and literature, including History of Rumanian Popular Literature (1883) and five-volume
Sephardic prayer book (1901-6).
For thousands of years the great spiritual adepts from all corners of the globe have guarded the secret teachings enclosed in this book. Now, we are
able to receive these teachings so that we too may be able to cultivate the high spiritual levels that have been lost for ages. The Divine Science is
the systematic and exact process of the discovery of the mystical capabilities of the human soul. In all ancient religions and cultures the wise men and
women used sacred words, the intonations of mantras, and the use of the magical art of Theurgy (mysticism or white magic). This book is filled with
direct instruction and practices that anyone can use in order to discover the depth of authentic mysticism.
• Details how sacred sites resonate at the same frequencies as both the Earth and the alpha waves of the human brain • Shows how human writing in its
original hieroglyphic form was a direct response to the divine sound patterns of sacred sites • Explains how ancient hero myths from around the world
relate to divine acoustic science and formed the source of religion The Earth resonates at an extremely low frequency. Known as “the Schumann
Resonance,” this natural rhythm of the Earth precisely corresponds with the human brain’s alpha wave frequencies--the frequency at which we enter into
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and come out of sleep as well as the frequency of deep meditation, inspiration, and problem solving. Sound experiments reveal that sacred sites and
structures like stupas, pyramids, and cathedrals also resonate at these special frequencies when activated by chanting and singing. Did our ancestors
build their sacred sites according to the rhythms of the Earth? Exploring the acoustic connections between the Earth, the human brain, and sacred
spaces, David Elkington shows how humanity maintained a direct line of communication with Mother Earth and the Divine through the construction of sacred
sites, such as Stonehenge, Newgrange, Machu Picchu, Chartres Cathedral, and the pyramids of both Egypt and Mexico. He reveals how human writing in its
original hieroglyphic form was a direct response to the divine sound patterns of sacred sites, showing how, for example, recognizable hieroglyphs appear
in sand patterns when the sacred frequencies of the Great Pyramid are activated. Looking at ancient hero legends--those about the bringers of important
knowledge or language--Elkington explains how these myths form the source of ancient religion and have a unique mythological resonance, as do the sites
associated with them. The author then reveals how religion, including Christianity, is an ancient language of acoustic science given expression by the
world’s sacred sites and shows that power places played a profound role in the development of human civilization.
Wabi Sabi
What Your Food Cravings Mean and How to Overcome Them
Constant Craving
Harness Their Power for Mind, Body, and Soul
The Emerald Tablets of Thoth-The-Atlantean
Wicca Made Easy

Embrace tranquil simplicity, rustic elegance, and imperfect beauty. Diane Durston’s meditation on the Japanese philosophy of wabi sabi will inspire you to focus on the
blessings hiding in your daily life. Celebrating the way things are rather than how they should be, Durston encourages you to bask in the subtle joys of the natural world and
cultivate an appreciation for everyday objects. Step back from the hectic modern world and find enjoyment and gratitude as you explore the ancient and powerful concepts
of wabi sabi.
When Doreen and her son Grant Virtue were recording podcasts, they noticed that whenever she said the word angel, the recording graphics were shaped like angel wings!
So they studied the other words she said and realized that those with a spiritual or loving basis had large graphs. So they experimented with saying negative words and
found that their appearance was completely different: tight and small. Similar to Masaru Emoto’s work with water crystals, Angel Words gives visual proof of the power and
impact of speaking in a loving way. You’ll come to understand why positive words express the most energy and therefore have the most power to manifest your dreams.
You'll also see how negative words have low energy and read how they can actually draw negative experiences to you. This unforgettable book will immediately motivate
you to choose positive words!
As you read this fascinating book, you'll find that you can heal yourself and others; rapidly manifest your heart's desires; and commune with angels, goddesses, fairies, and
ascended masters! In this true spiritual adventure story and reference book, Doreen writes about the enlightened beings who can unlock the magical gifts within you. In Part
I, you'll travel with Doreen through a Sedona sweat lodge, the Polynesian island of Moorea, a goddess temple at the Isle of Avalon, and other exotic locations. You'll read the
powerful messages she received from Mother Mary while visiting Lourdes, and you'll peek over Doreen's shoulder as she gives psychic readings and receives information
about Lemuria, merpeople, and the new Rainbow Children. Part II alphabetically lists and describes the attributes of goddesses and angels in an easy-to-use guide that will
help you awaken your innate spiritual abilities.
A Jungian analyst explores the feminine psyche through stories of "wild women"--the mythological archetype of the strong, primitive woman
How to Heal the Body and Mind with the Help of the Angels
The Book of the Sacred Magic of Abramelin the Mage
Awakening Your Inner High-priestess and "source-eress"
Goddesses & Angels
Don't Let Anything Dull Your Sparkle
Divine Guidance
The Angel Therapy Handbook
The twentieth anniversary edition of a transformative blueprint for ancestral healing—featuring new material and gateways, from the renowned herbalist,
natural health expert, and healer of women’s bodies and souls “This book was one of the first that helped me start practices as a young woman that
focused on my body and spirit as one.”—Jada Pinkett Smith Through extraordinary meditations, affirmations, holistic healing plant-based medicine, KMT
temple teachings, and The Rites of Passage guidance, Queen Afua teaches us how to love and rejoice in our bodies by spiritualizing the words we speak,
the foods we eat, the relationships we attract, the spaces we live and work in, and the transcendent woman spirit we manifest. With love, wisdom, and
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passion, Queen Afua guides us to accept our mission and our mantle as Sacred Women—to heal ourselves, the generations of women in our families, our
communities, and our world.
This book connects you with Heaven’s help to fill in the gaps of manifestation teaching. We all think we know what we want, but we don’t know that what
we want will actually bring us happiness. This book encourages us to step back from whatever it is we are dreaming about, recheck our priorities, work
on potential karmic and past-life blocks we may not have known about, and then move forward with a more open mind that is less prone to attracting
disappointment. Once you take more responsibility for your thoughts and energy/emotions, you’ll be able to fine-tune your life and use your God-given
power of manifestation to attract benefits rather than obstacles. You’ll learn how to: • Work with Divine Timing and the Power of Prayer with Archangel
Sandalphon • Frame Your Desires through Visualization and Affirmations with Archangel Gabriel • Harness the Power of Your Inner Passion with Archangel
Nathaniel • Clear Your Fears of Happiness with Archangel Michael • Release Karmic Attachments and Cut Past-Life Cords with Archangel Raziel • Heal from
Past Pain with Archangel Raphael
Answer Brujería's Call and Become a Magical Healer Featuring hands-on exercises, simple techniques, and how-to instruction from a professional bruja,
this beginner-friendly guide is the best choice for understanding and practicing Brujería—the healing witchcraft of Mexico and the American Southwest.
The Sacred Art of Brujería is adapted from a twelve-month series of classes and presents a wide variety of topics, including magical tools, the body's
energetic systems, and effective spellcasting. This practical book covers everything from the history and divine figures of Brujería to the healing,
protection, and money magic that you can use in daily life. Explore power words and breath work, treat spiritual maladies, perform different types of
limpias (cleansings and clearings), and learn about Brujería as a business. Katrina Rasbold gives you an insider's look at this sacred practice and how
it helps others as well as yourself.
This is the extended and annotated edition including * an extensive annotation of almost 10.000 words about the oracles in religion * an interactive
table-of-contents * perfect formatting for electronic reading devices THE Sibyls occupy a conspicuous place in the traditions and history of ancient
Greece and Rome. Their fame was spread abroad long before the beginning of the Christian era. Heraclitus of Ephesus, five centuries before Christ,
compared himself to the Sibyl "who, speaking with inspired mouth, without a smile, without ornament, and without perfume, penetrates through centuries
by the power of the gods." The ancient traditions vary in reporting the number and the names of these weird prophetesses, and much of what has been
handed down to us is legendary. But whatever opinion one may hold respecting the various legends, there can be little doubt that a collection of
Sibylline Oracles was at one time preserved at Rome. There are, moreover, various oracles, purporting to have been written by ancient Sibyls, found in
the writings of Pausanias, Plutarch, Livy, and in other Greek and Latin authors. Whether any of these citations formed a portion of the Sibylline books
once kept in Rome we cannot now determine; but the Roman capitol was destroyed by fire in the time of Sulla (B. C. 84), and again in the time of
Vespasian (A. D. 69), and whatever books were at those dates kept therein doubtless perished in the flames. It is said by some of the ancients that a
subsequent collection of oracles was made, but, if so, there is now no certainty that any fragments of them remain.
The Sacred Art of Brujeria
Sacred Woman
Myths and Stories of the Wild Woman Archetype
THE DIVINE SWORD OF EXU, AFRO-BRAZILIAN QUIMBANDA MAGIC RITUALS
Archangels and Ascended Masters
Attract a Life of Happiness, Purpose, and Fulfillment with Heaven's Help
The Essential Doreen Virtue Collection

America's most renowned Wiccan shares the beliefs and practices of this sacred feminine spirituality in an introductory book. Welcome to the oldest spiritual tradition in the
world. One of the first Wiccan Priestesses to 'come out of the broom closet,' Phyllis Curott has forever changed the perception of Wicca in the Western world. In this book,
Phyllis re-introduces the life-sustaining wisdom and techniques that will connect you to the Divine and to the love, abundance and spiritual wisdom of Mother Earth. You'll learn
how to: • attune your body, mind and spirit to Nature's rhythms to create a life of harmony, peace and fulfillment • enter spirit realms and work with spirit guides, power animals
and spirits of place for guidance and healing • cast gorgeous spells and create sacred spaces and altars to nourish your soul • practice empowering lunar and Sabbat rites to
experience divine communion • embody your spirit, empower your purpose and manifest your gifts This engaging and inspiring book will open your heart, your mind and your
spirit to the Sacred around and within you. It's time to awaken your life to its divine magic!
Guide to Working and Healing with Divinities and Deities. Archangels and Ascended Masters is a thoroughly researched book in a lively encyclopedia format, listing 77 divinities
from Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Asian, Babylonian, Tibetan, Buddhist, Celtic, Theosophical, New Age, Catholic, Cabalistic, Jewish, and Christian roots. Doreen Virtue carefully
studied and wrote about the history of each of the deities, what role they serve today, how they can help us with specific life problems, and how to call upon each one. Doreen
spent time in communication with each divinity to ensure that the being was reachable, and to discover the essence of his or her personality and current dealings with the world and within these pages, she includes a channeled message or impression from each of the ascended masters and archangels. Many of her channelings were conducted at power
points throughout the world, such as Stonehenge in England; the Irish coast; Kona, Hawaii; and the New Zealand rain forest. A comprehensive chart lists a number of life
situations such as Addictions, Finding a Soulmate, Emergency Money, Healing Physical Illness, and various personal and family concerns. Beneath each topic is a list of whom
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to call upon when dealing with that particular challenge. Doreen also includes prayers to help you call upon multiple divinities for specific issues such as ''increased
clairvoyance'' and ''resolving conflict.''
Divine MagicThe Seven Sacred Secrets of ManifestationHay House, Inc
In this enlightening work, Virtue teaches the many ways in which the Archangel Michael brings peace to people everywhere. The book includes fascinating true stories of how
Michael has protected people while driving, safeguarded their children, and more.
A Guide to Healing the Feminine Body, Mind, and Spirit
Angel Dreams
The Sword of Moses, an Ancient Book of Magic
Divine Magic
Sacred Symbol Magic
The Sibylline Oracles (Annotated Edition)
Angel Words
The Kybalion: A Study of the Hermetic Philosophy of Ancient Egypt and Greece is a book originally published in 1908 by New Thought author William Walker Atkinson under the pseudonym “The
Three Initiates”. This book is not exactly The Kybalion itself, it is more of a critical interpretation by Atkinson on hermetic philosophy. As such, it should be read with this in mind that it is not an
authoritative hermetic text, but one only dedicated to Hermes Trismegistus. The Kybalion presents seven universal principles it proposes to be the Severn Hermetic Principles: Mentalism,
Correspondence, Vibration, Polarity, Rhythm, Cause and Effect, and Gender. These principles are essentially explications of cycles, and before these principles is the notion of the primacy of mind as
the cause of All (philosophical mentalism). This idea of mentalism is inspired by what is written about the Mind in The Hermetica. Coinciding with Spiritualism, New Thought, and Theosophy, the
book became very popular in New Age movements, particularly with its notion of spiritual and mental alchemy. The Kybalion is a text which must be read with this in mind, while it is an
interpretation of hermetic philosophy, it is in part still a relic of its time. Its influence cannot be understated, and the need to read it critically cannot be overstated.
Difficult relationships and challenging situations all come down to one thing- drama. In this groundbreaking book, Doreen Virtue guides you through the process of determining your Drama
Quotient. You'll discover how much stress you are unnecessarily tolerating and absorbing from other people and the situations you find yourself in. Doreen explains the physiological reasons why
you can become addicted to high-drama relationships, jobs, and lifestyles, and how to heal from this cycle. You'll come to understand why traumatic events from the past may have triggered posttraumatic symptoms, including anxiety, weight gain, and addictions-and you'll learn natural and scientifically supported methods for restoring balance to your body and your life. Doreen show you
how to- Deal with relatives, friends, and co-workers who are 'hooked' on drama Assess your own level of drama addiction Stop allowing negativity in your life Relieve stress and bring about inner
peace Go on an overall Drama Detox to clear away negativity, and let your light shine through!
Dreams are gateways to other worlds, times, and planes of existence. They are sacred portals through which we receive powerful messages from Source, often in the form of symbols brought to us by
our dream guide and the angels. In this book, Doreen Virtue and Melissa Virtue discuss where dreams come from, how to interpret them, what role angels play, and whom to call upon for guidance.
You’ll gain tools to enhance your dreamtime journeys, including techniques for creating your own dreams and improving your recall upon awakening. In addition, you’ll learn to identify the
different types of dreams by reading personal stories and interpretations that will help you decode your dream messages.
How to Hear Your Angels is a step-by-step manual on how to clearly receive messages from your angels and guides. The material was culled from Doreen Virtue's best-selling book Messages from
Your Angels and from her workshops. Doreen has been assigning this reading material to her Angel Therapy Practitioner students for many years, and at their request has compiled the information
in this handy book. Within these pages, you'll discover your communication ''style'' so that you can more easily recognize the visions, words, thoughts, and feelings you receive as Divine guidance.
The book is filled with charts to help you discern the difference between true Divine guidance and the voice of the ego, and it will help you engage in clear and understandable conversations with
Heaven.
The Kybalion (Royal Collector's Edition) (Case Laminate Hardcover with Jacket)
Hebraic Teachings on Initiation and Illumination
Sacred Contracts
The Kybalion
A Path of Healing & Magic
Manifesting with the Angels
The Book of Lies

When a group of powerful fairies contacted Doreen Virtue, her life became an enchanting story of healings, manifestation, and true love. Healing with the Fairies is Doreen's very personal story of
how the fairies helped her deal with a divorce and prepare herself for a spiritually based relationship. In this truly inspired book, you'll read how the fairies introduced Doreen to her lifelong soulmate,
a man who she later discovered was the boy-next-door she'd had a childhood crush on. You'll also learn, along with Doreen, about the fairies' incredible powers of manifestation. Doreen shares what
the dolphins, mermaids, dragonflies, and other members of the elemental kingdom taught her. You'll see that the fairies have the ability to help you create and attract miracles, and this book can
teach you how to work with them to empower and heal your entire life!
International best-selling author Doreen Virtue is a doctor of psychology and lifelong clairvoyant who has written extensively about angels, psychic development, and mind-body-spirit topics. Now
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three of her most popular books are collected in this single volume: • In Angel Therapy, Doreen delivers the angelic realm’s messages of comfort and guidance that can help you with troubling
emotions such as depression, boredom, confusion, and anger; and issues associated with careers, relationships, parenting, and much more. Allow the angels’ words to heal your thoughts and beliefs,
transforming them into empowering and loving viewpoints. • In Healing with the Angels, Doreen teaches esoteric and practical methods that can help you work more closely with your angels. You’ll
read transcripts of Doreen’s angel-reading sessions and learn what the angels have to say about life after death, the future of our planet, and finding your Divine purpose. Also included is an
exploration of the fascinating world of elementals and nature angels, as well as powerful angel affirmations and prayers for healing and manifesting. • Archangels & Ascended Masters is a thoroughly
researched book in a lively encyclopedia format, listing 77 divinities from Greek, Roman, Egyptian, Asian, Babylonian, Tibetan, Buddhist, Celtic, Theosophical, New Age, Catholic, Cabalistic, Jewish,
and Christian roots. Doreen carefully studied and wrote about the history of each of the deities, what role they serve today, how they can help us with specific life problems, and how to call upon each
one. The Essential Doreen Virtue Collection is the perfect read for anyone who is looking to learn more about the angels and spirituality, as well as for those who want to finally have their favorite
Doreen books together in one handy volume!
When Doreen Virtue visited Santorini Island in Greece recently, she was contacted by a powerful group of angels calling themselves the "angels of Atlantis." Doreen was then taken on an amazing
spiritual adventure, where she uncovered the ancient secrets of the healing temples of the lost civilizations of Atlantis. Doreen found that her previous healing work with the angels, as well as the
thousands of case studies of angelic healing that she’d amassed over the years, dovetailed perfectly with the messages from the angels of Atlantis. Part spiritual adventure story and part reference
book, Angel Medicine is a three-part work that relates the exciting story of Doreen’s recovery of memories of Atlantean healing methods along with messages from the Egyptian and Greek prophet
and deity Hermes and the angels. The second and third parts of the book reveal the scientific studies, case studies, methods, and charts supporting the importance of love and light in healing.
Whether you want to heal yourself or someone else, you’re sure to gain additional faith and understanding from reading Angel Medicine.
The Kybalion is divided into mentalism, correspondence, vibration, polarity, rhythm, gender, and cause and affect. Based upon ancient Hermeticism, the philosophies became founding pillars within
the New Thought movement of the early 1910s.
How to Have a Dialogue with God and Your Guardian Angels
Awaken the Divine Magic within You
The Miracles of Archangel Michael
Women who Run with the Wolves
Angel Medicine
The Art of Everyday Life
A Study of The Hermetic Philosophy of Ancient Egypt and Greece

The Spiritual, Occult and Historical significance of the "Emerald Tablets" is almost beyond belief of modern man. Written around 36,000 B.C. by Thoth, an Atlantean priest-king, this
manuscript dates far back beyond reach of any Egyptian writings ever found. The author, Thoth, a Master-Teacher of the early Egyptians, put this treatise to writing in his native Atlantean
language and Dr. Doreal, by use of his expertise as an Occultist and Master of time and space, was given the directive to retrieve these Tablets and translate them into English for the
edification of modern man. The powerful and rhythmic verse of Thoth is wonderfully retained in Doreal's translation. Contained within the pages of Thoth's masterpiece of Spiritual and
Occult Wisdom is the synthesis of the Ancient Wisdom Teachings, the guideline for initiates of all ages, revealing the Knowledge and Wisdom hitherto held secret, but now in this New
Age, revealed to all Seekers on the Path of Light. Dr. M. Doreal, Ms.D., Psy.D., is the Spiritual; Teacher of a multitude of Seekers of Light, having founded a Metaphysical Church and College
- The Brotherhood of the White Temple, Inc. He is the author of all of the Organization's writings and teachings, having been given permission for the Esoteric Wisdom to be remitted in a
public forum by the Great White Lodge, the Elder Brothers of mankind who shape and form the Spiritual evolution of earth's inhabitants. The Brotherhood of the White Temple, Inc. is a
correspondence school, accredited through the State of Colorado, and mails out to its world-wide membership weekly Lessons of Truth. Its four and one-half year College Course unveils
the secrets of the Symbolism of all Mystery Schools, giving precisely and beautifully, the step by step progression all Seekers have searched for in their quest for Oneness with God, and for
attainment of Cosmic Consciousness. "Read, Believe or not, but read, and the vibration found therein will awaken a response in your soul.' - Doreal
Caroline Myss, author of the New York Times bestsellers Anatomy of the Spirit and Why People Don t Heal and How They Can, presents an exciting, highly original program in this longawaited book. Based on her internationally popular workshop of the same name, Sacred Contracts is a brilliant synthesis of psychology, healing guidance, and spiritual insight. As a
medical intuitive, Myss has found that people often don t understand their purpose in life, which has led to a spiritual malaise of epidemic proportions. This metaphysical disease in turn
leads to depression, anxiety, fatigue, and eventually physical illness. But our purpose̶our individual Sacred Contract̶is often difficult to apprehend. For this reason, Myss developed an
enjoyable and ingenious process for deciphering your own Contract using a new theory of archetypes that builds on the works of Jung, Plato, and contemporary thinkers. She first
recounts how the concept of Sacred Contracts took form in myths and other cultural traditions through the ages. She then examines the lives of the spiritual masters and
prophets̶Abraham, Jesus, the Buddha, and Muhammad̶whose archetypal journeys illustrate the four stages of a Sacred Contract and provide clues for discovering your own. With her
signature motivational style and stories, Myss explains how you can identify your particular spiritual energies, or archetypes̶the gatekeepers of your higher purpose̶and use them to
help you find out what you are here on earth to learn and whom you are meant to meet. In coming to know your archetypal companions, you also begin to see how to live your life in ways
that make the best use of your personal power and lead you to fulfill your greatest̶in fact, your divine̶potential. In this process, you learn how to see your life̶and the lives of
others̶symbolically, allowing you to manage your personal power without getting caught up in emotional drama. You will also learn how to fulfill your Sacred Contract: what you and
only you are here on earth to do. Finally, Myss offers specific guidance for locating your physical and emotional vulnerabilities and healing any susceptible areas. Both visionary and
practical, Sacred Contracts is a completely unique process of self-discovery and spiritual archaeology and a bold, powerful work of spiritual wisdom.
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Bestselling author, Doreen Virtue, brings you this enlightening book on connecting with your inner calling; recognition of your higher purpose; and spiritual power for healing. Doreen
describes her innate spiritual gifts, such as psychic communication and spiritual healing abilities. She tells us how we all have these innate gifts, and provides The Lightworker's Way as a
guidebook on how to bring these abilities to fruition. The Lightworker's Way will help you to set your spirit free, teaching you how to have miracles in your life as an everyday experience. It
tells you how to divinely plan your life, heighten your psychic receptivity, open your third eye, make peace with God, and much, much, more.
The Magus, or Celestial Intelligencer; being a Complete System of Occult Philosophy is a handbook of the occult and ceremonial magic compiled by Francis Barrett and published in 1801.
This book facilitated the modern revival of magic by making information from otherwise rare books readily available. It may have influenced novelist Edward Bulwer-Lytton and occultist
Eliphas Levi. More controversially, it has been identified as an influence on Joseph Smith, Jr., founder of the Latter Day Saint movement, in Reed C. Durham, Jr.'s speech "Is There No Help
for the Widow's Son?" Reproduction of 1801 Edition.
Healing with the Fairies
The Acoustic Science of the Divine
On the Sacred Disease
Sanctuary of the Divine Presence
Eternal Techniques of Authentic Mysticism
Awakening Your Divine Potential
The Ancient Language of Sacred Sound
An illustrated guide to 50 magical and spiritual symbols and how to harness their power for your spiritual need. Since the dawn of humanity, all cultures have created sacred symbols drawn
from nature, geometry, and mythology. These symbols are part of a secret language that not only gives us meaning but also connects us to the divine nature of the universe. Using symbols in
our daily lives can empower and improve all aspects of our well-being. Sacred Symbol Magic is an exquisitely illustrated and practical book drawing on over 50 of these symbols. Working with
sacred symbols is the key to both spiritual growth and a fulfilled life. Includes an illustration of each symbol with a concise description of its meaning. Gives practical advice on how to harness
each symbol's latent power. Features symbols from a variety of cultures and spiritual traditions.
An unique guide offers basic tips and techniques for communication with God and the angels by exploring The Four Clairs--Clairaudience or clear hearing, Clairvoyance or clear seeing,
Claircognizance or clear knowing, and Clairsentience or clear feelings--the portals needed for obtaining divine counsel. Original.
Doreen Virtue has presented her Angel Therapy Practitioner™ course since 1996, helping thousands learn the skills of spiritual healing and psychic readings in concert with the angels and
archangels. Now, she has amassed the tools, secrets, and exercises that she teaches her students in this comprehensive handbook. Within these pages, Doreen provides you with a thorough
overview of the angelic realm and the methods of Angel Therapy, outlining how to communicate with Heaven for yourself and on behalf of others. In addition, she offers compas-sionate
guidance and practical action steps for lightworkers who want to take up a spiritually based career. Doreen says, “My prayer is that this book will be a re-source to awaken you to your clear
connection with the Divine and lead you upon the path of your life purpose. Whether you’re a professional healer or just want to polish your natural spiritual gifts, this handbook is a vital
reference tool that you can turn to again and again.
The Ancient Hermetic Secrets to Alchemy and Divine Magic Revealed! You have natural magical abilities that can elevate your life to a whole new level, as well as heal and help your loved
ones and clients. The original teacher of this Divine magic was an Egyptian sage named Hermes Trismegistus. His teachings, called "Hermetics," were only taught verbally or in very cryptic
writings. In 1908, three Hermetic students recorded them in a book called The Kybalion. Yet this work was still difficult to understand because of its archaic and confusing language. Now, in
Divine Magic, Doreen Virtue presents a clear, edited version of The Kybalion, written in understandable and modern language while retaining all of the original teachings. She gives comments
and practical suggestions based upon her own success in using Hermetic teachings for healing and manifestation. With Divine Magic, you can master your moods, release negativity, manifest
new levels of abundance, and attract wonderful opportunities in all areas of your life.
The Seven Sacred Secrets of Manifestation
The Lightworker's Way
Dei Verbum
The Urantia Book
The Magus
This priceless and inexhaustible resource is the ultimate synthesis of "science, philosophy and truth, " of "reason, wisdom and faith, " and of "past, present and future."
Kabbalistic initiatory teachings for becoming a vessel for illumination, prophecy, and peace by creating an inner dwelling place for God’s divine presence • Reveals practices for self
mastery and revelation based on the holy design of the first Hebrew Sanctuary, the lives of the Hebrew Prophets, and the Tree of Life • Shows how the Tree of Life’s ten sefirot
correspond to the Torah’s prophetic Ten Songs of Creation; to alchemical ritual practices of fire, water, air, and earth; and to specific parts of the body, emotions, and aspects of the
soul Many synagogues and churches, including the First and Second Temples of the Hebrews, follow an archetypal design first used in the Ohel Moed, or Tent of Meeting, and its
sacred Tabernacle, which housed the Ark of the Covenant and the Ten Commandments. Drawing from a wealth of sources including the Hebrew Bible, the oral Mishnaic tradition of
Judaism, and 16th-century Judaic texts, Zohara Hieronimus explains how, like the Ohel Moed, we are designed to receive and reflect the divine qualities of the Creator. Exploring the
kabbalistic initiatory teachings within the Chassidic tradition of Judaism and the lives and writings of the Hebrew prophets, she reveals how our physical and spiritual worlds are not
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separate but interdependent, one affecting the other, often in unexpected and sometimes miraculous ways. Examining the ten-part system of Kabbalah’s Tree of Life as reflected in
the holy design of the Hebrews’ first Sanctuary, Hieronimus shows how the Tree of Life’s ten sefirot correspond to the Torah’s prophetic Ten Songs of Creation; to alchemical ritual
practices of fire, water, air, and earth; and to specific parts of the body, emotions, and aspects of the soul. Starting from Malchut (Kingdom) at the bottom of the Tree of Life and
ascending to Keter (Crown) at the top, the author discusses related biblical and scholarly texts and traditional Hebrew practices and teachings that can lead to spiritual
enlightenment, illumination, and peace, allowing each of us to become a sanctuary for God’s presence through self-refinement, ritual devotion, and prayer, as practiced since biblical
times.
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